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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1953

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

freshman squash team. game with Exeter Academy. M.I.T. Club, 2:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

CALCULATION OF EVENTS

The Calendar of Events appears in The Tech on Tuesday with announcements for the following week. Notices, typewritten and signed, must be in the office of the editor, Room 5-204, not later than noon on Thursday, prior to the date of publication. Material for the Calendar of February 25-March 3 is due February 19.

TREMORS

By Sairo

To the unstated, the clang of tin cans on the Institute's marble floors during the past week was not due to the construction of another research lab. Similar shenanigans by speech makers in sundry adams in Boston and in front of the Old Howard were results of the same thing. The noisy design of boxes of string along a rail in the Jennings of Harvard Bridge and the sight of students heading each wherever they went also had the same source.

Many people must have been amused or less perturbed at the expense of the pledges to fraternity involved in these situations. That is a recognized form of humor (laughing at the expense of another) but some people do not laugh; they only snicker. In this case it was at the expense of fratricide; not the fratricide or fraternities represented by the pledges. These fraternities would probably regard the restriction of transvestic activity as the addition of another personal space as an interference with their rights.

They would claim that the pledges had to fill certain eligibility requirements and that shenanigans in wide open spaces was one of the requirements. It seems legitimate and right that fraternity should set their own eligibility rules, yet other fraternities are subject to the same regulations, without any special treatment. As always, it comes down to an issue of power and as always, the powerful are right.

Many other incidents of power could be mentioned, but they are less important. The point is that the fraternities regard as ridiculous any interference with their activities or personal space at all. The fraternities are the only ones which enforce their rights, to the point of power. This lack of 'experience' exposes itself in talk (talk) session. Who has a story to tell?

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR GRADUATE ENGINEERS WITH GOODYEAR

Representatives of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company and the Goodyear Atomic Energy Corporation will be on your campus to interview seniors with B.S. and advanced degrees in the following fields of technical study:

- Chemical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Metallurgical Engineering
- Civil Engineering
- Technical Sales

Opportunities for graduates with the above degrees now exist in the following fields:

- Plant Engineering
- Production Development
- Machine Design
- Process Development
- Factory Management

CONTACT YOUR STUDENT PLACEMENT OFFICE NOW FOR YOUR INTERVIEW WITH THE GOODYEAR REPRESENTATIVE ON FEBRUARY 18, 19 AND 20

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
and GOODYEAR ATOMIC CORP.

Attention June Graduates

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
INTERVIEWING FEB. 18, 19, 20, 1953

REPRESENTATIVES of Goodyear Aircraft Corporation, Akron, Ohio will be on your campus to interview seniors and graduate students in the following technical study:

- Mechanical Engineering
- Aeronautical Engineering
- Electrical Engineering
- Industrial Engineering
- Petroleum Engineering
- Mathematics

for opportunities in

ION-Industrial and Industrial design
- Electronic engineers
- Electrical Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Production Engineering
- Salesmen

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Biology Department, Colloquium: "The Sub-Units and the Structure of Myosin." Dr. Andrew Szent-Gyorgyi, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, Room 6-120, 8:00 p.m.

Chemistry Department. Harvard-M.I.T. Physical Chemistry Colloquium: "A Kinetic Study of the Chemical Reaction of Metallo-Peroxides and Organic Peroxides, and its Relation to Photosynthesis in Plants." Dr. E. W. Abrahamson, Harvard University, Mallinckrodt MB-23, 8:00 p.m.

Optical Society of America—New England Section. Lecture: "Making Optical Components." Mr. Frank Cooke, Instrument Maker. Boston University, Physics Department, Room 50, 8:00 p.m.

Varsity Basketball Team. Game with University of Massachusetts. Walker Memorial, 8:00 p.m.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20


Society of American Military Engineers—M.I.T. Chapter. Film: "The Smith Road." Room 4-370, 5:00-6:30 p.m.

Optical Society of America—New England Section. Lecture: "Making Optical Components." Mr. Frank Cooke, Instrument Maker. Boston University, Physics Department, Room 50, 8:00 p.m.

Varsity Basketball Team. Game with Colby College. Walker Memorial, 8:00 p.m.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23

Holiday. Classes Omitted

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

Committee on Machine Methods of Computation. Seminar, Dr. Norbert Wiener. Room 4-251, 1:00 p.m.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers—M.I.T. Student Branch. Film: "The Miracle of Felt." Room 1-196, 5:00-6:00 p.m.

Christian Science Organization. Subject: "Prayer." Crafts Lounge, East Campus, 5:15 p.m.

EXHIBITIONS

Photographic Slides prints by Jon W. Rasmussen of Seattle, Washington, will be on display in the Photographic Service Gallery, Basement of Building 11, through March 2.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

The Calendar of Events appears in The Tech on Tuesday with announcements for the following week. Notices, typewritten and signed, must be in the office of the editor, Room 5-204, not later than noon on Thursday, prior to the date of publication. Material for the Calendar of February 28-March 3 is due February 19.